Simplicity
worth
its weight
in gold

Features
• In-motion weighing
• Accuracy of 0 to ± 1%
• Real-time bucket tip off
• Product listing
• Product production recording
• Load ID
• Two loaders/attachments
calibration
Options:
• High speed thermal printer
• ipot Lite Payload Management
Software with DLogger memory
stick
• Wireless communication using
TrackWeigh Link (North America)
or 21RFlink
• Cellular wireless communication
using TrackWeight Mobile

Millennium is a standard solution
for the initial recording of truck and
bucket load transaction weights.
The most simple and cost-effective
solution combined with VEI weighing
technology makes it the ideal tool
for primary weighing requirements.
An unrivalled start with hi-tech
instrumentation providing you with
fully-updated information whenever
you want.
Sturdy and with all the
essentials
Millennium is designed to offer
weight control during loading in
order to prevent overloads and
receive basic loading information.

High speed
thermal printer

Established in the most distinguished
quarries and sand pits, Millennium
is the prime example of strength
and critical features. Its large
control buttons immediately catch
the eye being uncomplicated and
particularly user-friendly.
The plug & play connection with
the thermal printer makes it an
even more attractive proposition
in the simplest type of loading
transactions where a weight ticket
has to be issued.
Despite its simplicity, Millennium
has a data logger unit that can
download
all
daily
weighing
transactions to your desktop.

LOADER SCALE

Ticket sample

Options available
High speed thermal printer
Thermal high speed printing, indestructible
when compared to the needle printer.
Printouts:
Truck load
Grand Total

HELPER 21
communication tools

Printed information includes:
Company name, product name, load ID,
ticket no., date-time, weight.
Easy data transfer
The DLogger memory stick allows
loading data to be stored into it and then
uploaded into the ipot Lite PC software.
An easy option in your pocket that keeps
your business always up to date.
ipot Lite
Software that make the analysis of
weighings data. Whether you are
using the DLogger memory stick or
TrackWeight Mobile, all data are
stored in one master database.
From ipot Lite, data can be exported
to the invoicing software and different
reports can be generated. ipot Lite can
also integrates
data from other products like helper7
and helper mini.

USB DLogger Reader

Short Range, radio
frequency
wireless transmission

Wireless systems
Trackweight Mobile
If the distance between your different
loading sites and your main office are
an obstacle for daily downloads, new
TrackWeight Mobile enables your
helper7 to automatically download on
the ipot Lite PC software using your
local cellular network. Fully automatic and
without human intervention, you will want
to equip all your VEI scales with it!
TrackWeight Link
(sold in North America, only)
Ideal for short distance loader scale
monitoring. It works from a line of site
distance of up to 1000 feet. In case of
signal loss, scale data’s are stored into
TrackWeight Link automatically and
then send back to your computer when
signal is recovered.
Contact your local VEI Specialist to see
which wireless technologies are the most
suited for your needs. TrackWeight
Mobile requires a yearly data plan and
an internet connection to download the
information to ipot Lite.
21RFlink (not sold in North America)
Ideal for short distance loader scale
monitoring. It works from a line of site
distance of up to 2.5 miles. No storing
memory inside.
Ideal for short distance loader scale
monitoring. It works from a line of site
distance of up to 2.5 miles. No storing
memory inside.

DLogger
memory stick

ipot Lite payload management software

Applicable on:

Your local VEI specialist is:

TrackWeight Mobile
cellular wireless
transmission
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